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nuă de ТnetТă vКlut ă str Тn ă deă pesteă 5000ă dolКrТă SUAă (61382 MDL) sau 
echivalentul acestei sume”έ LooФТnР to tСО RomКnТКn ЯОrsТon Тn К sОnsО, Тt Тs 
communicative translation which attempts to produce on its reader an effect 
as close as possible to that obtained on the readers of the original. 

5) Translation by means of transposition – This is the process where 
parts of speech change their sequence when they are translated: E.g. adjective 
– adverb: overseas territories – terТtorТТleădeăpesteăm rТ. From this example 
we may conclude that grammatical structures are different in both languages.  

Customs has an important role in the development and good standing of 
the society. It is one of the most important areas that underlie the entire 
society. We developed our research of the translation of customs terminology 
in the contexts and tried to prove the idea that the translation of customs 
terms requires a basic knowledge of the theory of translation, terminology, 
structure of terms and customs activity. 
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COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ENGLISH AND ROMANIAN 
SCIENTIFIC TEXTS FROM PUBLIC HEALTH DOMAIN 

Ana ANTOCI, FКМultКteКădeăLТmЛТăşТăLТterКturТăStr Тne 

PreгentКă luМrКreă Мon Тneă ТnformК Тeă despreă stТlulă ştТТn ТfТМă şТă МКrКМterТstТМТle 
КМestuТК;ătТpurТăşТăМКrКМterТstТМТăКleăteбtelorăştТТn ТfТМeăengleгe;ăМlКsТfТМКreКăМelorătreТă
tТpurТă deă stТlă ştТТn ТfТМ:ă stТlulă ştТТn ТfТМă proprТu,ă stТlulă ştТТn ТfТМă metodologТМă şТă stТlulă
ştТТn ТfТМă populКr,ă şТă МКrКМterТstТМТleă КМestorК.ă Deă КsemeneК,ă sunt descrise 
МКrКМterТstТМТleă leбТМКle,ă grКmКtТМКleă şТă stТlТstТМeă Кleă teбteloră ştТТn ТfТМe.ă AМesteă
pКrtТМulКrТt Тă treЛuТeă luКteă ьnăМonsТderКreă lКăКnКlТгКăМompКrКtТv ă şТă ьnăproМesulădeă
trКduМereăКăteбtelorăştТТn ТfТМe. 

 Throughout history, English has developed till it has reached the present-
day position as a language for international communication and, especially a 
language of science and technology. Science is often hard to read. Most 
people assume that its difficulties are born out of necessity, out of the 
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extreme complexity of scientific concepts, data and analysis. The purpose of 
science as a branch of human activity is to disclose by research the inner 
substance of things and phenomena of objective reality and find out the laws 
regulating them, thus enabling man to predict, control and direct their future 
development in order to improve the material and social life of mankind. The 
language of science is governed by the aim of the functional style of 
scientific prose, which is to prove a hypothesis, to create new concepts, to 
disclose the internal laws of existence, development, relations between 
different phenomena etc. The style of scientific prose is therefore 
characterized by the language means which tend to be objective, precise, 
unemotional and devoid of any individuality.  

Scientific writings can be of different types that are meant for different 
purposes, thus we distinguish three types of scientific style: scientific style 
proper, scientific methodological style and popular scientific style.  

The most distinctive lexical features of scientific texts are: the use of 
lexical categories such as: verbs of exposition, verbs of warning and 
advising, verbs of manipulation, adjectival modifiers; the use of common 
scientific words and expressions and the use of terms peculiar to a given 
branch of science: nervous system, nutrition, metabolism, syndrome etc. 

Among grammatical categories we distinguish the following ones: wide 
use of passive constructions; use of modal verbs; use of impersonal 
structures; use of pronoЮn “аО” ТnstОКН of “I”; use of attributive groups and 
wide use of connectors. 

Scientific texts are also characterized by stylistic features such as: the use 
of language units which tend to be objective, precise, unemotional and 
devoid of any individuality; the exact and accurate presentation of material 
and almost absolute lack of such expressive means like: metaphors, 
metonymies and other stylistic devices; objective presentation of information 
by the author; non-deviation from linguistic norms and the use of questions in 
tСО НТsМoЮrsО Тn orНОr to МКtМС tСО rОКНОrs‟ qЮТМФ rОsponsОέ  

English and Romanian scientific texts from public health domain were 
classified into three groups: informative texts, methodological texts and 
research texts, in order to be analyzed separately.  

The goal of a scientific informative text is to convey cognitive 
information. Informative texts can be of different types, but we have focused 
our attention on instructions for medicines. During the research we have 
observed the following features peculiar to scientific texts: the use of 
pronoЮn “yoЮ” аСТМС СОlps to ОstКЛlТsС МlosО МommЮnТМКtТon аТtС tСО rОКНОr 
and make him/her follow the advice. E.g.: The name of your medicine is 
Spironolactone; Do NOT take Spironolactone Tablets and tell your doctor if 
you…ă[2]. Considering the Romanian instruction for Spironolactone, there is 
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not present this close relation with the reader. E.g.: denumТreКă МomerМТКl : 
SpТronolКМton  [3]. The information here is presented in a neutral manner. 
Another feature to consider is the use of Imperative Mood, e.g.: Do not take 
tСТsă medТМТneă Тfă Кnвă ofă tСeă КЛoveă Кpplвă toă вou…;ă Beforeă вouă tКkeă
Spironolactone Tablets tell вourădoМtorăТfăвou… [2]. In the Romanian variant, 
again, this peculiarity is not so widely observed. Here we have just few 
examples as: Se va evita КportulăьnăorgКnТsmăКăuneТăМКntТt ТăsporТteădeăkКlТu;ă
Nuă seă reМomКnd  administrarea spironolactonei concomitent cu alte 
diuretice; Aăseăp strК lКă loМăusМКt,ă ferТtădeă lumТn ,ă lКă temperКturКă15-25°C 
[3]. Another difference observed in scientific texts is that English instructions 
are more detailed and pay greater attention to the rules while Romanian 
instructions are shorter with few details.  

Methodological texts have the aim to provide research on a particular 
subject, in our case AIDS/HIV, to teach (how and what to do?), and to give 
recommendations. During the comparative analysis we have observed the 
following features: the use of passive constructions, it has the aim to inform 
the audience in an objective manner. E.g.: this is how HIV is spread – КşКăse 
r spсndeşte HIV [1]; HIV is found in the blood and the sexual fluids of an 
infected person, and in the breast milk of an infected woman. Virusul HIV se 
g seşte ьnă sсngeleă şТă fluТdeleă seбuКleă Кleă persoКneТă ТnfeМtКte,ă preМumă şТă ьnă
laptele mamelor infectate [1]. In these examples we observe that in English 
variant passive voice is used, while in Romanian – reflexive. Another typical 
feature that catches attention is the frequent use of questions in the 
organization of discourse: What is HIV? What‟săAIDS? [1] – Ce este HIV? 
Ce este SIDA? [1]. This strong rhetorical device is used as it enables the 
КЮtСor to МКtМС tСО rОКНОrs‟ КttОntТon, qЮТМФ rОsponsО, КnН prОpКrО tСОТr mТnНs 
for what follows.  

Research texts such as: articles, conference papers, review, and diploma 
documents are peculiar to the scientific style proper. But we have focused our 
attention on articles which serve as means of publishing results of research or 
development to the community. During our research among some major 
features we have found the following ones: wide use of passive constructions 
which express objective views with the focus on particular data and 
phenomena. E.g.: All the counties of the Central region are covered by 
sanitary mediators, but each mediator serves between 6411 inhabitants in 
Sibiu district and 60702 inhabitants in Alba district [4]. In the English 
variant it is used passive voice but in the Romanian one passive voice is 
replaced by active: Înă toКteă jude eleă regТunТТă Centruă eбТst ă КМoperТre cu 
mediatori sanitari, dar pentru fiecare mediator revine o populК Тeăьntreă6411ă
loМuТtorТăьnăjude ulăSТЛТuăşТă60.702 loМuТtorТăТnăjude ulăAlЛК [5]. Even if in the 
Romanian article the passive voice is not preserved the information is also 
expressed in an objective manner.  
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In the course of comparative analysis we observed that expressive means 
are avoided in all types of scientific texts and the information is presented in 
an objective manner. Also we have found out that the most common features 
of scientific and technical texts can be presented as follows: saturation with 
specific terms and terminological units; presence of peculiar grammatical and 
lexical structures and different frequency of certain parts of speech usage. 

In conclusion we can state that dealing with scientific texts the translator 
should follow certain rules: be precise and objective; avoid omissions and 
additions and preserve the features of scientific style. 
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LES TECHNIQUES DE LA TRADUCTION PUBLICITAIRE 

Mihaela BAGRIN-CALDARE, FКМultКteКădeăLТmЛТă ТăLТterКturТăStr Тne 

Alegerea pe care o fКМeă trКduМ torul,ă ьnă trКduМereКă teбtuluТă Тă Кă slogКnuluТă
puЛlТМТtКră depТndeă deă nКturКă enun uluТă trКdusă Тă deă strКtegТКă МomunТМК ТonКl ă
КdoptКt .ăUneleă frКгe,ăslogКneăpermТtă trКduМereКă loră lТterКl ,ăКlteleănu.ăReКlТгсndăoă
МerМetКreăКăuneТăserТТădeăteбteă ТăslogКneăpuЛlТМТtКre,ăoЛserv măurm toКreleăМeleămКТă
r spсndТteă teСnТМТă deă trКduМere:ă pentruă trКnsferulă teбtuluТă puЛlТМТtКră – traducerea 
lТterКl ,ă trКduМereКă ТnterpretКtТv ă şТă МeКă funМ ТonКl ;ă pentruă trКnsferulă slogКnuluТă
publicitar – trКnspoгТ ТК,ăКdКptКreКă ТăreТnventКreКăsКuăresМrТereКăslogКnuluТ.ăDecizia 
trКduМ toruluТăseăТКăМuăunăsТngurăsМop,ădeăКăvТndeă ТădeăКăoЛ ТneăprofТt.  

LО tОxtО pЮЛlТМТtКТrО Оst ЮnО sЮТtО НО proposТtТons loРТqЮОs ЯТsКnt р 
КmОnОr lО rцМОptОЮr ЯОrs ЮnО МonМlЮsТon sЮsМОptТЛlО НО lО faire agir. Cela peut 
prОnНrО lОs formОs НТsМЮrsТЯОs lОs plЮs НТЯОrsОsέ SОlon ЮnО цtЮНО НОs tОxtОs 
publicitaires, on observe les suivantes techniques de leur traduction: la 
trКНЮМtТon lТttцrКlО, lК trКНЮМtТon ТntОrprцtКtТЯО Оt lК trКНЮМtТon fonМtТonnОllОέ  
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